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Abstract

Whilst service providers of information technology (IT) seek to achieve cost-efficiency and optimization in request processing, customers increasingly demand flexibility and agility to align long lasting IT service relationships to changing requirements of their business processes. Customer individual adjustments of service agreements and changes in commitments of functionality and performance cause negotiation and service reengineering efforts. Amounts of service agreements and change requests impede the overview of currently valid commitments in service systems. In order to overcome these problems, this article proposes to customize service systems on demand only by selecting, parameterizing and arranging predefined and productized service propositions. A self-service reference model is introduced that allows the customer to continuously adjust service systems in their arrangements of committed IT services on demand. Its implementation as an online portal supports easy traceability of the current total of IT service commitments as well as consistency of additional service requests with the current service arrangement. Examples from its application in two major IT-projects illustrate the results.

1. Introduction

The research field of Service Science shifts the focus in service research toward ongoing value-cocreation and customer-orientation [1] and on continuous adjustment of service systems [2]. Its interdisciplinary approach longs for integrated consideration of flexible, business-oriented IT service management and design [3, 4]. Thus, we focus on the business-oriented management of ongoing IT service systems, i.e. configurations of an IT provider and a customer organization to create value by IT service cocreation. Thereby, an IT service is understood as a set of related functions cocreated in a specific quality for managing and processing information to support one or more customer business processes [cf. 5].

Administration of such IT service systems is a complex, time-consuming and expensive task for both the IT provider and the customer organization – especially as business-orientation demands the alignment of IT service agreements to business processes [6-8]: firstly, negotiation efforts occur with every service agreement to be contracted and every subsequent change request that occurs depending on changing requirements of the customer’s business. Each time the customer organization must be asked for all data necessary for providing the requested service which often results into time-consuming information queries due to lacking specification and verification of the data asked for. Moreover, such additional service requests and changes must align with the current agreement situation. Though, transparency and traceability of commitments currently valid in an IT service relationship becomes quite difficult with the rising amount of additional service and change requests, often resulting in a mess of interdependent agreements [9, 10].

As a result this lack of traceability does not only impede contracting of additional services and changes compatible to existing commitments, it furthermore makes it difficult to trace the compliance of commitments and performance [11]. While current IT management tools report performance measurement data of technical services (such as capacity or uptime) [cf.12], transparency on the business level of processes supported by IT is still lacking an applicable IS-support basis. The same is true for transparency of contracted commitments at the provider’s side. While solutions like the Configuration Management Data Base of the IT Infrastructure Library(ITIL) allow items to be allocated to resources [13], their link to business-oriented commitments in agreements is lacking [11]. Finally, the customer’s users themselves as receivers of the service lack transparency in what commitments have been agreed-upon, often resulting in dissatisfaction of the service delivered [14]. Thus, the research question of how to achieve traceability and continuous adaptability of service relationships arises.
Addressing these challenges, research as well as frameworks like the ITIL propose to standardize IT service catalogs and make them available for order as a self-service portal [15, 16]. However, research and practice lack support in mechanisms, guidelines and data structures for implementing such a solution. The work on hand addresses this gap by introducing activities to be supported by a self-service portal by means of techniques, the roles executing these activities, as well as the data required. Thus, the work follows the specification principles of Method Engineering [cf. 17] in accordance with [18] and is part of an IT service management procedure that is introduced in [19]. The resulting self-service model for administrating IT service relationships the work on hand proposes aims to serve as reference model in accordance with [20, 21].

The reference characteristic builds on the model’s implementation in two voluminous projects in cooperation with multiple IT service providers by Action Research as detailed in section 2. Based on research foundations in portals and in specification of standardized IT services, section 3 introduces a way to permanently request adaptions of the service relationship via predefined and well-engineered parameterized service propositions by means of a self-service. Thus, customers may continuously trace, change, and configure ongoing core IT service agreements to their current business requirements. The subsequent sections 4 to 6 detail the activities of (1) information gathering, (2) tracing and (3) requesting of IT services via a self-service portal. The data required for executing these activities is modeled in section 7, whilst section 8 concludes the work on hand and discusses its limitations.

2. Research process and project scope

This research arises from close collaboration with four IT providers over the last years. Due to the direct interaction between academic researchers and representatives of the corporations, ‘Action Research’ is the appropriate research method in accordance with [22, 23]. The whole Action Research cycle has been iterated twice in joint action in the context of two voluminous, several month taking projects with a worldwide operating ICT provider with more than nine billion USD of revenue in 2009. The aim of both successive projects was a proof-of-concept by applying our service management procedure for IT providers – at first by prototyping a solution, and then by piloting it with a customer organization of the IT provider.

One of the areas of research was the development of predefined, standardized on-demand service propositions that represent all customer requests and interactions allowing to request them via a self-service portal. Therefore, all customer specific changes in functionality and sizing were to be defined in advance. Based on insights from our SLA analysis and multiple in-depth interviews with IT Managers, we identified the need to create service propositions - in addition to the core IT service offerings - that represent all standard changes and customer (data) interactions within the life cycle of an IT service. The engineering of appropriately aligned service propositions was developed in several iterations and the resulting concept was iteratively refined based on experiences made. In addition, two self-service portals were developed allowing to leverage the potentials and opportunities resulting from increased traceability and consistency of service agreements. Expert interviews with representatives from both the IT provider organizations and their customer organizations were conducted to validate usability, enhanced customer orientation and opportunities for operational process standardization. Aiming at cross-organizational feedback, six workshops, each one comprising several IT organizations, were held for review on the conceptual basis, the process, and the outcomes. Moreover, the customer organizations were asked for their feedback by interviews and paper-based questionnaires.

3. Foundations

Aiming for a reference self-service portal for fully administrating customer-provider IT service relationships, two fields of foundations arise as detailed in the two following subsections: first, tasks and types of interactions to be supported by the portal are derived from literature. Secondly, for standardizing IT services, the work on hand builds on research in service productization in order to enable standardized request processing by means of a self-service portal.

3.1. Supporting service relationship administration by means of a self-service portal

Portals are used for inter-organizational collaboration with suppliers and customers in many different ways [24] and over decades [25]. They provide internal and external users with role-based, process-oriented access to a comprehensive set of services [26] while their ability to filter, target and categorize information enables users to get only what they need [27] on a single point of access [28, 29]. Improved customer retention, enhanced process efficiency and cost reduction are cited as main improvement potentials [30, 31]. Aiming for exactly these gains, a portal for administrating IT service relationships seems promising.
3.2. Productizing IT service propositions

Evolving business environments require the continuous adaptation of a service system’s stipulated service agreement to changing demands [38]. In order to decrease costs and increase efficiency of change and adjustment procedures, this article proposes the usage of predefined service propositions that change the actual core service agreement as to allow for continuous customizability according to the evolving requirements of the customer’s business. With that, the article builds on the growing paradigm of service-oriented thinking in IT, which until now focuses on application development and Software as a Service in order to create a basis for agility and harness the service value approach from a customer’s perspective [39]. Simultaneously, it addresses the rising demand for on-demand service request processing as pushed by the actual topic [cf. 12] of cloud computing [40].

As a portfolio-analysis of IT providers shows, some service offers already serve the purpose of changing or configuring an ongoing service agreement at run time [41]. The ITIL labels such service requests Standard Changes [42]. Although common in the area of client and desktop provision, the analysis showed that hardly any of such standard changes is fully predefined with regard to the processes of provision and operations or defined precisely enough to compensate for further requirement analyses.

Aiming for efficiency and cost reduction, the general principle of service productization tries to overcome this lack of sufficient pre-engineering of service offerings. Having adopted the term from the industrial [43-45] to the IT service sector, IT service offerings shall be predefined with regards to both their commitments and the operational procedures to provide them [46-48]. The ultimate goal of such predefined ‘potential models’ [49] is thereby to offer both business orientated and standardized value propositions. However, while this appears realizable in the software-industry [50, 51], IT service agreements in complex IT service systems seem too customer-individual to allow service productization: originally standardized service offers are often “customized beyond recognition” [10] – contradicting calls for standardization and reduced negotiation efforts. Evolving market structures in the customer’s business and associated requests for adjusting the IT service agreements to changing demands result in change requests and thus require reengineering activities of originally standardized service propositions.

In order to enable standardized self-service request processing and reduce negotiation efforts, the work on hand enhances the concept of productization to cover all interactions between customer and provider via productized service propositions. This would include the productization of continuous service adjustment requests after the initial agreement: in contrast to a productized core service proposition, which describes a long-lasting, process related, basic overall IT service offer that supports a business process, additional productized complementary service propositions are declared that cover all available changes of commitments concerning functionality and quality issues [cf. 52]. Therefore, the arrangement of agreed-upon complementary service propositions configures or modifies the IT service system in its core service agreement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Task</th>
<th>[32][33][34][35][36][37]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Browse</strong></td>
<td>Information Gathering</td>
<td>○ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Specify proposal request</td>
<td>■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ○ ○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Trace</strong></td>
<td>Monitor usage / quality</td>
<td>■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Auditing / Accounting</td>
<td>■ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Status tracking</td>
<td>■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Configure and Request</strong></td>
<td>Assemble</td>
<td>○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Configure / Parameterize</td>
<td>○ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Request / Order</td>
<td>■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Upgrade / Modify</td>
<td>■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Terminate/Dispose</td>
<td>■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Authorization / Approval</td>
<td>○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Payment/Invoicing</td>
<td>■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In analogy to a physical product’s characteristics, productized complementary service propositions are well-defined in functionality and performance, documented in a catalogue, priced and ready to be agreed-upon along the ongoing core service cocreation. All information that is necessary for processing the cocreation is predefined and prompted when the proposition is agreed-upon. Furthermore, the productization allows for agreeing upon reference numbers instead of textual change requests and therefore provides the opportunity to standardize the agreement processing as well as IT-operational processes. Finally, the productization of service propositions allows providing an overview of a service process. This is labeled the service system’s agreed-upon ‘service proposition’ as well as their agreement history – which is labeled the service system’s agreed-upon ‘service arrangement’. It consists of a number of selected, parameterized instances of service propositions that represent contracted commitments. The continuous possibility for adaption of the service arrangement is termed ‘service arrangement configuration’. It exclusively occurs within the scope of a previously agreed-on service catalogue and is applied in the last of three subsequent phases of customer interaction along the service lifecycle, namely service design, service contracting and service arrangement [cf. 53, 54].

At the phase prior to the service arrangement configuration, a master agreement is contracted that specifies which service propositions are available for configuring the service arrangement. Thus, a customer-individual pre-selection of service propositions is contracted. If customer requirements differ from existing service propositions, the IT service provider may decide to specify additional, new service propositions according to the customer’s requirements [55]. This is done at the stage of service design. As a result, three configurational steps or phases can be identified, which are performed consecutively in order to comply with the individual customer requirements and to maintain the standardization of IT operations. This article is confined to introduce and explain the support of activities in the last stage of service arrangement configuration by means of a self-service portal, while the prior phases of service design and contracting are further detailed in [19]. Thus, each of the three following sections details one group of tasks to be supported by a portal as identified in section 3.1.

4. Browsing the service directory

One of the main tasks an online-portal for IT services should support is to inform the users on the offering of potential services they may request. As workshops with four cooperating IT providers revealed, one of the main reasons for unsatisfied users is that they may trace neither agreed-upon commitments nor possible adjustments by requesting complementary service propositions. In order to resolve this lack of transparency, not only the customer’s Demand-IT department should have access to the self-service portal but all users of the customer’s functional departments whose task requires IT support. Therefore, the service directory offered in the portal does not include all services offered, but exclusively displays those service propositions pre-selected and contracted in a master-agreement with the Demand-IT department. However, users may request for additional service proposals, potentially resulting in a process of service design and extension of the master-agreement [cf. 41]. Dependent on users’ roles their view on the service directory is restricted to service propositions relevant for their task. Users may access service descriptions that are to be described in a user-oriented way as detailed in [56].

![Figure 1: Three task groups of portal support with allocated tasks, roles and input/output data](image-url)
5. Tracing the current service arrangement

Easy traceability of the agreed-upon IT services — i.e. the service arrangement — is one of the main advantages of predefining and productizing all interactions between customer and IT provider as on-demand service propositions. Whilst nowadays usually paper-based master service agreements, SLAs, and change requests cause irreproducible commitment situations concerning validity, consistency and value-cost-ratio [9], visual representation of the service system’s current service arrangement by an online portal would facilitate traceability of the actual commitment situation for both the IT provider and the customer. Once transparency in committed functionality and performance is achieved, it may be compared to the measured quality in order to trace compliance of commitments. Furthermore, services requested but not yet provisioned, as well as costs per service — including the management of unpaid invoices — should be traced by both the customer’s users of IT-support as well as the IT service provider (cf. Figure 1).

Within the scope of our projects, visual representations of the service arrangement in a web based portal have been implemented for both parties according to their information requirements. The technique of displaying agreed-upon propositions as a tree-structure allows the customer to trace the total of commitments. Detailed information may be reported per service instance concerning agreement history, actual status and especially compliance of performance parameters over time. These tasks require data of the service arrangement, its measurement values as well as the requested but not yet provisioned services (cf. Figure 1).

The upper screenshots in Figure 2 show the web-based views on an arrangement of hosted applications (left side) and of end-to-end services for merchants (right side). Two hosted applications can be found in the tree-structure of the upper-left view, whilst their lower relations show their releases and, if demanded, each transport. The same is true for selected middleware components, which are related to the application’s usage. Interfaces as well as functional extensions like ‘extended support’ are itemized and related to their application instance. Relating to the upper-right view, registered users are arranged according to their home location. Usable workplaces, related roles and extended functionality like online backup are subordinated to the users. For the IT provider, the views need to be extended to cover the related resources per agreed-upon service proposition that have been provisioned to provide the service potential. With that, the IT provider may not only trace the committed service arrangement, but also the actual allocation to resources. As seen on the lower screenshots: in order to provide the middleware ‘SAP portal’, a license, storage-amounts and a virtual server have been allocated. Furthermore, the service access for a dedicated workplace requires an exchange CAL and a license as shown on the figure’s lower right side.

![Figure 2: Separated views on the service arrangements of two service systems](image-url)
6. Configuring the service arrangement

Necessary adjustments or cancelations of the service arrangement resulting from the customer’s changing business requirements may be covered by choosing, configuring, and ordering predefined complementary service propositions on demand. Aiming at standardized and efficient service provisioning, consistency with the actual service arrangement may be ensured by use of a self-service portal: the view on the directory of offered service propositions lists only those that are compatible with the current service arrangement.

The process of adjusting a current service arrangement according to changing business requirements by the customer’s users builds on assembly techniques [cf. 57] and comprises four subsequent activities: the first step of the procedure consists in a specific service instance to be altered by additional commitments. Subsequently, additional service propositions are selected and then configured in parameters according to the customer’s requirements. Finally the resulting configuration is requested and provisioned. As Figure 1 illustrates, this process builds on the current service arrangement data and results in an updated service arrangement, containing additional service instance requests and their parameter values. In the following, each activity and outcome is discussed.

6.1. Browsing service instances to be adjusted

Since service propositions may be dependent on the existence of service instances, in a first step a specific service instance to be altered by additional commitments must be selected. This task builds on the views on the current service arrangement as described in section 5: they are used in order to browse the service instances and select the one that shall be altered or enhanced in its commitments. For example, a service instance that supports a specific location of the customer’s business with IT may be extended in its commitments in regards to faster operations at this location. This selection of existing service instances as required reference for additional requests of service propositions ensures transparency and clarity of agreed-upon commitments since the customer may later trace added services.

In order to separate the service selection form potentially crowded service arrangement views, it has been implemented in our service portals by dragging and dropping a service instance from one part of the screen that shows the entire service arrangement to a second one called ‘workspace’, as Figure 3 shows the selection of the service access for Dublin.

6.2. Selecting additional service propositions

Dependent on the selection of a service instance, the view on the service propositions offered is reduced: based on service dependency data, it shows only those propositions that may consistently be requested in the context of the respective service instance. The resulting list of consistent service propositions may now be used to select one or more propositions in order to extend or change the commitments. Although not being provided yet, the selected service propositions are then pre-instantiated, i.e. handled as service instances – thus allowing the customer to select additional service propositions based on the already chosen ones. Thus, a bundle of interrelated service propositions can be chosen while assuring consistency in dependencies.

Figure 3: Screenshots of a self service portal that allows to reference service propositions
For implementing the above described selection process, the layout of service portals requires three screen parts: while one displays the catalog of available service propositions, a second one shows the current service arrangement. As already introduced, an additional screen part serves as ‘workspace’ in order to help keeping the overview of selections. As for service instances, service propositions may be dragged and dropped into the ‘workspace’ area, which thus includes both service instances and selected but not yet provisioned service propositions. Service propositions used for requesting termination of a current service instance may be requested by termination buttons instead of drag’n drop. The screenshot series in Figure 3 illustrates one of the implementations.

### 6.3. Configuring selected service propositions

In order to enable efficient IT request processing, all customer individual data and characteristics of a service instance are entered by the customer in the process of service requesting. This activity represents the third step of the procedural service arrangement configuration. It assures that all data necessary for standardized, on-demand service request processing are entered at this point and in a consistent manner. The entered data may then serve as standardized parameters for customer individual service provisioning. Such a parameterization may e.g. include address data, the customer’s role concept, or design of reports but also deployment data and scripts of interfaces or releases to be deployed. Additionally, references to other service instances must be entered as parameters when requesting a new service proposition. The parameters entered may also be used to individualize labeling of service instances as highlighted by green color in the service arrangement views of Figure 2 and 3. Names of locations and users, but also of applications and middleware provided may individualize the view. Thus, traceability of the individual service arrangement is substantially facilitated.

### 6.4. Requesting and providing selected service propositions

By requesting a certain modification of commitments once all selected service propositions are configured and parameterized, the resulting configuration of service propositions may be authorized and approved and thus be contracted. As the portal takes into account service dependencies and ensures that all data being entered to parameterize service propositions are complete, the requested commitment adjustment complies with the current service arrangement. Even if the thus requested services are not yet delivered and accessible, they are listed as service instances in the self-service portal’s view on the service arrangement. However, in order to sustain easy traceability, they remain marked as ‘not provisioned’ until the committed service will be provided and subsequently be invoiced. Thus, they may already build the reference basis for additional service requests.
7. Information model

Having introduced the activities, techniques and outcomes of the procedure’s service arrangement configuration phase, the specification includes their data relations in a meta model [58], i.e. the information model of the results [59]. For the benefit of readability it is modeled as term diagram in ARIS [60]:

Figure 4 shows the information model while differentiating between the three phases of service design, service contracting and service arrangement. Service propositions (1) may be of core or complementary type (2) whose interdependencies are explicit (3). They are composed by a structure of commitments (4) whose combination will result in different variants of interrelated service propositions – so called service sets (5). The total number of declared variants of a certain service offer, originating from the same collection of commitments, is termed variant group (6). Parameters per service proposition declare the range of customization (7). A catalog of service propositions lists the IT provider’s offering (8) that consists of user-oriented descriptions (9) of commitments in regard to functionality and performance.

The engineering process may either be initiated by the IT provider due to market research or else may result from specific business requirements of a customer. Once specified, a customer-specific pre-selection of service propositions is assembled on the basis of the service catalog. The resulting service directory (10) is contracted as part of a master agreement (11).

Once contracted, the customer may assemble service propositions in the range of the service directory. Therefore, a choice of service propositions (12) is to be parameterized according to customer requirements (13) and may then be requested and approved to be provided (14). The overall amount of requested service instances represents the current service arrangement (15) that may be traced by a self-service portal (cf. section 5). Therefore, data of both active and already completed customer requests (16) may be accessed by linked assignment relationships. Thus, continuous on-demand adjustment of the current service arrangement may be executed by additional service proposition configurations that may refer to existing service instances.

8. Summary and limitations

IT service agreements are often defined highly customer-specific and are subject to continuous change, resulting in high contracting efforts. Moreover, customer organizations as well as IT providers lack transparency in the currently contracted commitments of a service relationship and their costs due to amounts of interdependent change requests and service agreements. In order to resolve these difficulties and facilitate standardization of request processing, this article suggests to productize the service offering and to predefine complementary service propositions in order to allow the customization and continuous adjustment of IT service agreements on demand. The request for service propositions may either extend/reduce functionality or change current performance commitments. Thus, the customer’s overall service agreement, i.e. service arrangement becomes precisely adjustable regarding valid time period and receiver. A view which is generated on the actual service arrangement provides transparency and traceability in the service currently agreed-upon as well as their respective expenses.

The article introduced a reference self-service for administrating IT service relationships as part of a procedural model how to design, contract and continuously adjust service agreements that build on productized service propositions. As a reference model its reuse is supposed to increase both effectiveness and efficiency when being applied or adapted in specific situations. A self-service portal enables the user to request additional service propositions consistent to the current service arrangement on demand. Examples of implemented self-service portals illustrated the model’s application. An information model enhances the documentation to facilitate the model’s application.

Our repeated implementation of the procedure and self-service portals resulted in high acceptance by and satisfaction of the customers, who attested a significant impact on the traceability and changeability of the service system. Moreover, IT-operation experts testified increasing standardization capabilities.

Nevertheless, our research is subject to several limitations. Our implementation sample size, although referring to major projects, is small. This puts into doubt whether the achievement of benefits is generalizable. In close research interaction with several IT providers, we aim at further implementing projects in order to gain additional findings and data for evaluation. In addition, usability-issues of the self-service portal implementations call for further research.

Considering these research tasks, we believe that the productization of IT service propositions and the continuous on-demand adjustment of service arrangement via a self-service together enable the IT provider to increase both customer satisfaction and efficiency in IT-operations.
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